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MULTIPLE VIEWPOINTS OF AN EVENT GENERATED FROM MOBILE

DEVICES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to and all benefits accruing from the

provisional application filed in the United States Patent and Trademark Office

on June 18 , 2014 and assigned serial numbers 62/01 3,622.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The present principles of the embodiments generally relate to a method

and apparatus for processing, collating, and/or presenting media content for

events captured at a plurality of viewpoint positions at an event.

Background Information

High-quality video and audio capture capability is now standard in

mobile devices. With mobile devices nearly always present, more and more

users are able to capture events on camera and share instantly. In fact,

multiple individuals will often share the same event; when different people

attend an event such as a concert or a fashion show, many will use their

mobile phone, camera, tablet, computer, and the like as a capture device to

record the audio and/or the video of some, or all, of the event.

After capturing video and audio, these individuals upload the video to

video sharing sites such as YouTube® or Vine®, where different videos of

varying quality are used to showcase the same event. A problem exists in

that no service exists that groups such videos together to form

representations of such events and to provide additional processing and

features for these contents.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



An object of the present invention is to provide solutions and

improvements to event media asset management in accordance with the

principles of the present invention and as recognized by the present inventors.

Accordingly, an exemplary embodiment provides a framework for

acquiring media, e.g. , videos of an event using time and geographic

information, processing such videos into a cohesive grouping, and then

presenting such videos in a format that allows a user to access different

videos of the same event where each video represents a different viewpoint of

such an event. Such videos can be presented in a form of micro-channels

(e.g. , each channel per an event) , lists, and the like. Additional features and

processing to these contents are also provided.

In accordance with an exemplary embodiment, a method is presented,

comprising :

receiving a first plurality of data from a first device, the first device

located at a first viewing point within an area of location, the first plurality of

data including first data, second data, third data, and fourth data,

the first data indicating a location of the first viewing point, the second

data indicating a first time, the third data including a first video content

exhibiting a program event captured from the first viewing point at the first

time, the fourth data including a first audio content captured at the first viewing

point at the first time, the first audio content associated with the first video

content;

providing a second plurality of data, the second plurality of data

including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data, the fifth data indicating a

graphical representation of the area of location, the sixth data indicating a

time duration of the program event, the seventh data including a description of

the program event;

receiving a third plurality of data from a second device, the second

device located at a second viewing point within the area of location, the third

plurality of data including eighth data, ninth data, tenth data, and eleventh

data,



the eighth data indicating a location of the second viewing point, the

ninth data indicating a second time, the tenth data including a second video

content exhibiting the program event captured from the second viewing point

at the second time, the eleventh data including a second audio content

captured at the second viewing point at the second time, the second audio

content associated with the second video content;

identifying the program event being common between the first and

second video contents based upon the time and location information included

in the pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data;

forming a group of contents for the program event, the group of

contents comprising the first video and first audio contents and the second

video and second audio contents;

processing the group of contents in such a way that a combination of

the first video and the second audio contents is played in a synchronized

manner; and

providing a graphical representation of the area of location, the

graphical representation including user-selectable points representing

respective ones of the first and second viewing points simultaneously on a

user interface screen.

In another exemplary embodiment, an apparatus is presented:

means, including a communication interface, for receiving a first

plurality of data from a first device and a third plurality of data from a second

device, the first device located at a first viewing point within an area of

location, the first plurality of data including first data, second data, third data,

and fourth data, the first data indicating a location of the first viewing point, the

second data indicating a first time, the third data including a first video content

exhibiting a program event captured from the first viewing point at the first

time, the fourth data including a first audio content captured at the first viewing

point at the first time, the first audio content associated with the first video

content; the second device located at a second viewing point within the area

of location, the third plurality of data including eighth data, ninth data, tenth

data, and eleventh data, the eighth data indicating a location of the second

viewing point, the ninth data indicating a second time, the tenth data including



a second video content exhibiting the program event captured from the

second viewing point at the second time, the eleventh data including a second

audio content captured at the second viewing point at the second time, the

second audio content associated with the second video content;

means, including a processor, for providing a second plurality of data,

the second plurality of data including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data,

the fifth data indicating a graphical representation of the area of location, the

sixth data indicating a time duration of the program event, the seventh data

including a description of the program event;

means, including the processor and an event identification database,

for identifying the program event being common between the first and second

video contents based upon the time and location information included in the

pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data;

means, including the processor and a media asset storage, for forming

a group of contents for the program event, the program event being common

between the first and second video contents based upon the time and location

information included in the pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of

data, the group of contents comprising the first video and first audio contents

and the second video and second audio contents; and

means, including the processor, the event identification database, and

the media asset storage, for providing the group of contents in such a way

that a combination of the first video and the second audio contents is played

in a synchronized manner and a graphical representation of the area of

location, the graphical representation including user-selectable points

representing respective ones of the first and second viewing points

simultaneously on a user interface screen.

In accordance another exemplary embodiment, an apparatus is

presented, comprising:

a communication interface for receiving a first plurality of data from a

first device and a third plurality of data from a second device, the first device

located at a first viewing point within an area of location, the first plurality of

data including first data, second data, third data, and fourth data, the first data

indicating a location of the first viewing point, the second data indicating a first



time, the third data including a first video content exhibiting a program event

captured from the first viewing point at the first time, the fourth data including

a first audio content captured at the first viewing point at the first time, the first

audio content associated with the first video content; the second device

located at a second viewing point within the area of location, the third plurality

of data including eighth data, ninth data, tenth data, and eleventh data, the

eighth data indicating a location of the second viewing point, the ninth data

indicating a second time, the tenth data including a second video content

exhibiting the program event captured from the second viewing point at the

second time, the eleventh data including a second audio content captured at

the second viewing point at the second time, the second audio content

associated with the second video content;

a processor for providing a second plurality of data, the second plurality

of data including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data, the fifth data

indicating a graphical representation of the area of location, the sixth data

indicating a time duration of the program event, the seventh data including a

description of the program event;

the processor identifies the program event being common between the

first and second video contents based upon the time and location information

included in the pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data, and

forms a group of contents for the program event, the program event being

common between the first and second video contents based upon the time

and location information included in the pluralities of first, second, and third

pluralities of data, the group of contents comprising the first video and first

audio contents and the second video and second audio contents; and

the processor provides the group of contents in such a way that a

combination of the first video and the second audio contents is played in a

synchronized manner and a graphical representation of the area of location,

the graphical representation including user-selectable points representing

respective ones of the first and second viewing points simultaneously on a

user interface screen.

In accordance with another exemplary embodiment, a method is

presented, comprising:



receiving a plurality of contents from a plurality of devices at a location

having an event,

determining automatically the event based on location information and

timing information from the plurality of devices, and

providing a graphical representation of the location having the event, the

graphical representation including superimposed the location information

from the plurality of devices.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above-mentioned and other features and advantages of this

invention, and the manner of attaining them, will become more apparent and

the invention will be better understood by reference to the following

description of embodiments of the invention taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary user interface of an apparatus according to

the principals of the present invention;

FIG. 2 shows a timeline representation of various media assets

recording a particular event according to the principals of the present

invention.

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary system according to the principles of the

present invention;

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary process according to the principles of the

present invention.

FIG. 5 shows another exemplary process according to the principles of

the present invention.

The examples set out herein illustrate exemplary embodiments of the

invention. Such examples are not to be construed as limiting the scope of the

invention in any manner.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 3 represents one exemplary embodiment of a system according

the principles of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3 , various mobile



devices, such as, e.g., mobile phones 350-1 to 350-n, camera 1, tablet 352,

and laptop computer 353 may be used by various users at an event and at

different viewpoints of the event location to record and transmit media asset

information, such as, e.g., video, audio, location information (e.g., GPS),

orientation, device brand, annotations, and additional miscellaneous

metadata, etc., to a website or server 300, via a network such as the internet

398.

Website or server 300 receives the data from the mobile devices

through network 398 via a communication Interface unit 3 10 . The data is

accessed by a processor 320, which processes and correlates the data and

stores the relevant information in an event identification database 330 and

media asset storage appropriately. Event identification database 330 stores

information about each event including information such as, e.g., a graphical

representation of the location, time duration, and description information for

the program event. Processor 320 compares the geographic location and

timing information of each of the various received media assets with the

information in the event identification database 330, to determine if assets are

from the same event.

Assets belonging to the same event are grouped together and stored

along with information identifying the event in media asset storage 340 in

such a way to allow users to view all of that particular event's assets in a

synchronized fashion. Alternatively, processor 320 groups the assets and

provides the group information to communication interface unit 3 10 , which

allows access to the data by the various mobile devices, allowing users at an

event to select alternate viewpoints from other users at the same event in real

time, or move to another location with a different viewpoint as appropriate or

desired.

Also shown in FIG 3 is a detailed block diagram of an exemplary

mobile device 350-1 for use according to the principles of the present

invention. 350-1 is an example of a typical cellphone such as, e.g., an

Android phone (e.g., Samsung S3, S4, or S5), or an Apple IOS phone (e.g.,



IPhone 5S or 5C). Such phones would typically include, e.g., a processor 395

for processing various data and controlling the various components of the

phone, a microphone 385 and a camera 390 for recording audio and video

contents, user I/O 370 including a virtual touch keyboard and a display for

inputting and outputting user data, GPS circuitries 365 for processing GPS

positioning information, Gyroscope circuitries 375 for processing phone

orientation information, memory 380 for storing various information as

necessary, and a communication interface 360 for connecting and

communicating to, e.g., the internet via a Wi-Fi and/or a cellphone network

such as 3G, 4G, LTE, etc.

According to the principles of the present invention, an exemplary

embodiment defines an event, including the location, time, and description of

the event. First, a definition of a geographic location in which an event takes

place is defined. For example, a location such as an arena is defined e.g., by

positional (GPS) coordinates and an orientation. The positional coordinates

may be defined in a variety of manners, including a single point, a single point

and a radius, or multiple points circumscribing the area the venue (a locus of

positional coordinates). Such areas can be defined by having a map or

graphical depiction of different locations and having GPS, or positional,

information located in a database. Such locations can represent concert

venues, sporting arenas, museums, and the like, etc.

Defining the locations in finer granularity may be important when there

are multiple events taking place in a geographic location. For example, during

a music festival, there may be multiple venues that are used for different

concerts. The use of location information for such venues would represent

whether a user was in attendance at a first event at a first location, versus a

second event at a second location. This could be done automatically as video

and audio content arrive, based on information provided along with the

videos. Hence, a plurality of contents from multiple users may be grouped

together automatically into the same event without a user needing to, e.g.,

signing up or signing on to that event, or to first explicitly search or identify

that event some other way.



As shown in FIG. 3 and as described previously, an event identification

database 330 for identifying events may be used that contains these GPS, or

positional, information, orientations, and time durations that uniquely identify

each event. Time durations define the time during which the event occurred.

For example, time durations could be described by start and stop dates and

times, a start date and time and the length of time the event lasts, or any other

configuration that provides sufficient boundaries to accurately describe when

an event occurred. Exemplary records in the database 330 may be

represented as, for example:

GPS Coordinates Orientation Time Duration Event

X, Y, Z 0° 12:00-14:00 Concern

X, Y, Z 3° 14:00-1 5:30 Concert 2

P, Q, R 30° 12:00-14:00 Concert 3

P, Q, R 33° 14:00-1 6:00 Concert 4

Location and time information from a mobile device can then be

referenced against this database, where the location information and time

information would infer whether a user was at a first or a second event. One

optional embodiment would allow the database information to be sent to the

mobile devices prior to uploading or streaming content from the mobile

device, such that the event(s) would be identified automatically as the video

was being recorded and/or prior to being submitted.

As noted before, users may take audio and video contents at a

program event using their cellphones such as a cellphone 350-1 shown in

FIG. 3 . Audio and video contents can be captured through integrated

cameras 390 and microphones 385. Processor 395 may compress, alter, or

modify the audio and video, and then store the media in memory 380 or

stream the video to website or server 300 via a network 398 for further

processing by server 300 according to the principles of the present invention.

For each video or audio recorded and received by server 300, for example,



the following information may be retained: location, time, device information

(e.g., manufacturer or cellular service provider, etc.), and other miscellaneous

data tags that a user may want to make about an event.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a user of the mobile

device may provide annotations during the recording of the event by entering

them using text messages or Twitter feeds which are added to his or her

video stream, where the texts and/or tweets will pops up at a certain time in

the video (e.g., when rendered).

FIG. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of a user interface screen

according to the principles of the present invention. The display screen

shown in FIG. 1 may be provided by an App on any of the mobile devices in

FIG. 3 , and/or by website/server 300. According to one embodiment, an

annotation window 140 is provided to display the annotations entered by a

user as described above. This annotation information 140 is referenced and

correlated with, e.g., time information and/or video contents. Such information

is updated through the video capture process. Alternatively, textual

annotations can be added to a video stream before it is uploaded to the

described website or server 300.

Location may be captured from the mobile devices in a variety of

methods. While functions provided by GPS circuitries 365 are often used to

determine the position of a mobile device, the location information does not

necessarily need to be derived from GPS information. The device position

could alternatively be determined through a variety of other technologies,

including but not limited to triangulation based on cellular signal strength or

wireless signal strength. In an optional embodiment of the positional

acquisition phase provides a user to tag the area in which they reside. For

example, a user inputs the seats that they are residing at in a location. In

another embodiment, a graphic of a location is rendered which can be

provided in response to GPS information or textual input, where a user

indicates where they are sitting or located relative to the map (boxes, terrace,

promenade, etc). This alternative locational metadata information is added to



the video and/or audio media asset. Another component to the location

information that may be utilized is the positional information for the point of

view of a camera. Such information could be read from e.g., a compass or

gyroscope 375 that may be present in a mobile device such as a mobile

phone 350-1 of FIG. 3 .

For time information, the internal clock of a mobile device may not be

sufficient in order to represent an accurate time of a mobile device. Multiple

techniques including reading the clock of signal from a cell phone provider,

GPS clock information, accessing time information from an atomic clock

service (http://www.time.gov/) can be referenced for accurate time information

if the internal clock information is insufficiently accurate. It is important for the

time information between devices to be as consistent as possible. It is

desirable that the different videos of the same event be coordinated against

the same timeline so the different videos can be accessed of the same event

when being rendered. As an example, video window 110 of FIG. 1 may show

a video taken from a first viewpoint by a first user, and video window 115 may

show a second video taken from a second viewpoint by a second user of the

same event.

Audio information can also be captured from the different mobiles

devices of FIG. 1, where the "best quality" audio can be used as the

reference. Such audio can be selected based on the fidelity quality of such

audio which can be determined in accordance with known methods. In an

optional embodiment, a separate audio track of an event is captured from the

mixing board of an event where such audio is referenced against the same

timeline. In another embodiment, the user can select which audio to play, for

example, audio A 1, audio A2, or audio A3, via selection icons 13 1 , 132, and

133 respectively, instead of primary audio 130, as shown in FIG. 1.

In a further optional embodiment, audio tracks can be used as a form

of commentary of the same event. A user can use the microphone 385

located in their mobile devices and talk about an event while it is taking place.

This information would exist as a separate audio track which could be mixed



onto a base audio track which is then referenced against the same timeline.

For example, the audio commentary can be processed where any audio not

representing a human voice is filtered from the audio using audio processing

techniques.

In an optional embodiment, the device information such as

manufacturer's brand, cellphone provider, etc. , is used to determine whether

or not the content from a certain device gets preference over other content.

This can occur if, e.g. , a device manufacturer sponsors an event at a

particular venue. For example, for an event, Samsung may want to promote

content generated from their devices if Samsung sponsored an event. This is

illustrated in FIG . 1, where a video 105 is being shown more prominently in a

larger video display window 105, since the content is from a Samsung device.

Any of the metadata that are derived from an event may be further

processed by server 300 to provide additional features according to the

principles of the present invention. Video and/or audio information with the

respective location, time, user device, annotation, and miscellaneous

information such as an image of the user or indications of mood, may be

retained and grouped together to represent an event. As multiple devices

upload unique viewpoints of various events, the location (within a range) and

time information (e.g. , start, stop and/or duration) are used to group the

assets together into specific events (E E2 . . . En). All assets for a single

event may then be synchronized and referenced against a single timeline

using the time metadata that is associated with those assets.

One example of groupings of different assets could be:

E - V , V4, V5 / A 1 A3, A5 / Α Ν , AN2, AN3/ GPS Range 1 / Time 1

E2 - V2, V3/ A2, A 4 , A6/ AN4, AN5/GPS Range 2 / Time 2

E3 - V6, V7 / A7, A8, A 9 / AN6, AN , AN8/ GPS Range 3 / Time 3 ,

Where:

(Event 1) is associated with a GPS Range of Values {R1 .. .} for a

Time Duration 1.



E2 (Event 2) is associated with a GPS Range of Values {R2...} at a

Time Duration 2 .

E3 (Event 3) is associated with a GPS Range of Values {R3...} at a

Time Duration 3 .

A -i, A4 , and A9 (which are bolded) represent baseline audio

presentations that could originate from an audio mixing board of an event.

Other audio events (A2, A3, A5, A6, A7, A8) can be superimposed to A A4 or

A9 , in accordance with the principles described above.

FIG. 2 represents an exemplary embodiment of present invention

where multiple video, audio and annotation contents may be presented and

correlated, all referenced against a common timeline. For example, a first

event Eventi may comprise a first video V 200 and a first audio track A 2 15

from a mobile phone capturing the entire event on stage, with no textual

annotation at the start of the event. A second video V 205 from another

mobile device, starting halfway through the event, and lasting for a short

period of time, is then positioned compared to the first video V 200. A third

video V5 2 10 from yet another device, starting at about the same time as the

second video V 205 but lasting significantly longer, is then able to be placed

appropriately on the timeline as well. In this fashion, e.g., the first video V

200 may be displayed on e.g., sub screen 105 of FIG. 1, the second video V

205 may be displayed on e.g., sub screen 110 of FIG. 1, and the third video

V5 2 10 could be displayed on sub screen 115 , when the appropriate time had

been reached while Eventi was being viewed.

Similarly, a first, main audio A 2 15 could also be uploaded and

positioned appropriately on the timeline, and a second audio A3 220 and third

audio A5 225 could be placed on the timeline in the same fashion as the first,

second, and third video. The various audio tracks could, in one embodiment,

then be available for selection on the user interface shown in FIG. 1 and

explained before, when the time associated with those audio clips was

reached. Also, any annotations could be placed on the timelines at

appropriate times, such as the time in which the annotations were made. In

this example, a first annotation ANi 230 could be displayed in the annotation



window 140 of the user interface of FIG. 1 before the second and third videos

are available for display. A second annotation AN2 235 could be displayed

during a time when all three video assets are available for viewing, and a third

annotation AN3 240, could be displayed while the first and third videos were

available for viewing, etc.

Media assets, after being grouped together, can be listed as different

events, where such events can be accessed from a web site or a media asset

service such as M-Go. For example, events could be listed in the following

manner:

Event 1 - Hollywood Bowl / September 15 , 201 3 - Earth Wind and Fire

Event 2 - Hollywood Bowl / September 16 , 201 3 - Hollywood Bowl

Orchestra

Event 3 - Hollywood Bowl / September 17 , 201 3 - Daft Punk and

Friends

Based on the selection of an event, different options are presented to a

user, which are shown as a sample user interface in FIG. 1 as described

previously and further explained below.

A representation of the venue of the event is shown where the various

viewpoints of the venue (V1 - Garden Boxes, V4 - Promenade, V5 - Ramp

Seats) may be selected if such video assets are available (refer to FIG. 2 for

the timing of video events). The availability of different viewpoints are

represented by, e.g., symbols of a person, 15 1 - 153, representing the

presence and the specific locations of different users within the event venue.

Note that if a video is only available for part of an event presentation, the

person symbol will only appear coincident in time to the availability of the

video representing that viewpoint.

As described before, annotation window 140 displays various textual

and/or other annotations that different users made during the event. In

addition, there is also a content navigation section comprising a timeline 141

and various user controls 142 (e.g., play, stop, fast forward, and reverse), and



a slider 143, for navigating the contents, to for example, play, stop or fast

forward, or reserve the contents.

The different video contents of an event may be shown in video

viewing section 100 of FIG 1 as described before. As seen in FIG . 1, different

audio tracks 13 1 , A3 132, and A5 133 are also available for selection. Note

that in one embodiment, audio track 13 1 may be used as the primary audio

track while secondary audio tracks A3 132 and A5 133 (e.g. , additional audio

commentaries) may be mixed in together with the primary audio as described

previously. One skilled in the art can readily appreciate and recognize that

different embodiments of playback windows other than the exemplary ones

shown in FIG . 1 may be constructed and rendered in accordance with the

principles of the present inventions.

One optional embodiment of the disclosed principles provide an audio

"sync" watermark that is placed within the audio played at a venue (e.g. , the

music of a concert/fashion show) and the like. This sync information can be

used to synchronize the video of people located at different venues so the

"background" audio of a recording can match up. For example, a person 153

recording a video at the front row of seats at a venue or event location 150

and a person 15 1 recording video at the back of a venue or event location 150

will have disparities in the background audio if a common timestamp format is

used. The audio syncs can be used to adjust the timing between both people

so that if the video at a website is switched between the front row and the

back row, potential problems with audio sync are minimized. In streaming

audio, this kind of problems is known as audio drift.

In an optional embodiment, a user can be presented with viewpoint

options of their friends to whom they are linked on a social network such as

Facebook or M-Go Social . For example, a user who generated at location

153 is linked to the user who generated V at location 152 via a social

networking site, but not the user who generated V5 through location 15 1 .

Through such a connection, the user associated with could only see

content generated from a friend V but not a stranger V5.



As described before, in another optional embodiment, the device

information referenced above is used to determine whether or not the content

from a certain device gets preference over other content. This can occur if,

e.g., a device manufacturer sponsors an event at a particular venue. For

example, for Event 1, Samsung may want to promote content generated from

their devices if Samsung sponsored an event. This content may be displayed

more prominently as shown in the larger sub window 105 of FIG. 1. Content

generated from other devices made by other manufacturers may not be

shown or shown in smaller, less prominent windows 110 and 115 as

illustrated in FIG. 1.

In an optional embodiment, a filtering mode can be offered where video

effects affect the playback or recording of videos based on the direction plane

a user moves their mobile/recording device. For example, a different filter can

be applied to the color of a video recording if the mobile device is moved

along the e.g., X-Y axis (e.g., lighter to darker; more to less saturation, etc.)

while a fuzzy/sharpen filter can be applied in a second direction, e.g. along

the Y-Z axis. This lets a person adjust the video filters on the fly. This is

something that neither Vine nor Instagram do currently. Here, a user could

specify different filters in accordance with different directions (black and

white/color transition, noise, film grain, etc.)

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary embodiment of a process according to the

principles of the present invention. In step 400 of FIG. 4 , a first plurality of

data, comprising e.g., the location, the time, video content, and audio content

and/or various metadata are sent from this device to a server 300 and

received by the server 300. In one embodiment, the video and audio contents

are to be pre-recorded prior to submission. Another embodiment allows the

contents to be streamed live.

In step 405 of FIG. 4 , a second plurality of data is provided. The

second plurality of data may include a graphical representation of the area of

the event location, time duration of the program event, and/or a description of



the program event. The graphical representation of the event may be

processed and shown as illustrated in the event location window 150 of FIG. 1

in which an representative image of the location is shown. Further information

may be provided including, e.g., GPS coordinates, number of user and

content sources 15 1 - 153 at the event location. For example, a

representation of a football stadium may simply be an overhead image of the

stadium, or it may be a graphical representation of the seating chart along

with GPS coordinates circumscribing the stadium.

In step 4 10 , In step 400 of FIG. 4 , a third plurality of data, comprising

e.g., the location, the time, video content, and audio content and/or various

metadata are sent from a second device, located at some viewing point within

the area of the event location, to a server 300 and received by the server 300.

In step 4 15 , a program event being common between the first and

second video contents is identified based upon, e.g., the time and location

information included in the pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of

data.

In step 425, these common media assets are examined and arranged

in such a way that the video and audio from each of the sources is

synchronized. This could allow, for example, a user to start playing the video

and audio from the first device, then switch to playing the video from the first

device while listening to the audio from the second device, without the video

and audio falling out of synchronization, as described before.

In step 430, graphical representation is provided of the event location

to a user, along with identifying viewing points on or near that representation,

allowing the user to select viewing points on the user interface to select a

video asset to view.

In step 435, a sponsor of an event could highlight or emphasize

viewing points that match a particular device manufacturer. Alternatively, this

could be from individuals linked to certain social media groups, or individuals



who use a particular hashtag to annotate the video. In step 440, audio

content with higher quality is utilized regardless of video content selection.

FIG 5 is another exemplary process according to the principles of the

present invention. In step 500, a plurality of contents is received from a

plurality of device at a location having an event. In step 505, a program event

is automatically determined based on e.g., location information, timing

information, video, audio, and/or annotation information from a plurality of

devices.

In step 5 10 , a graphical representation of the event location is provided

on a user interface. Superimposed on this graphical representation are the

locations of each available viewpoint or users providing their respective

content at any point in time of an event. As an example, visible in FIG. 1, in

the upper left box of the user interface, is the superimposition of graphical

representations representing different viewpoints V 15 1 , V 152 and V5 153

at an event location 150. This graphical representation could be displayed in a

variety of ways, including a user interface of a device at the event, as noted in

step 5 15 , or accessed on a device after the event.

In step 520, a user may decide to select an image to represent their

viewpoint at any time. As an example, instead of simply displaying a generic

person symbol V the system might display a close-up image of the actual

user's face from his or her selfie picture. Additionally, step 525 allows that a

user may modify their graphical representation at any time. For example, a

user could identify their mood via a representative emoticon or image, as it

changes during a football game; excited in the beginning, happy when they

score and upset when they eventually lose the game. In another

embodiment, the icon may represent the team logo of the opposing teams to

identify the allegiance of the user. These graphical representations could be

displayed on a device during the event, as seen in step 530, or at any other

time that is desirable or useful.



While several embodiments have been described and illustrated

herein, those of ordinary skill in the art will readily envision a variety of other

means and/or structures for performing the functions and/or obtaining the

results and/or one or more of the advantages described herein, and each of

such variations and/or modifications is deemed to be within the scope of the

present embodiments. More generally, those skilled in the art will readily

appreciate that all parameters, dimensions, materials, and configurations

described herein are meant to be exemplary and that the actual parameters,

dimensions, materials, and/or configurations will depend upon the specific

application or applications for which the teachings herein is/are used. Those

skilled in the art will recognize, or be able to ascertain using no more than

routine experimentation, many equivalents to the specific embodiments

described herein. It is, therefore, to be understood that the foregoing

embodiments are presented by way of example only and that, within the

scope of the appended claims and equivalents thereof, the embodiments

disclosed may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described and

claimed. The present embodiments are directed to each individual feature,

system, article, material and/or method described herein. In addition, any

combination of two or more such features, systems, articles, materials and/or

methods, if such features, systems, articles, materials and/or methods are not

mutually inconsistent, is included within the scope of the present

embodiments.



CLAIMS

1. A method comprising:

receiving (400) a first plurality of data from a first device, said first

device located at a first viewing point within an area of location, said first plurality of

data including first data, second data, third data, and fourth data,

said first data indicating a location of said first viewing point, said

second data indicating a first time, said third data including a first video content

exhibiting a program event captured from said first viewing point at said first time,

said fourth data including a first audio content captured at said first viewing point at

said first time, said first audio content associated with said first video content;

providing (405) a second plurality of data, said second plurality of data

including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data, said fifth data indicating a graphical

representation of said area of location, said sixth data indicating a time duration of

said program event, said seventh data including a description of said program event;

receiving (41 0) a third plurality of data from a second device, said

second device located at a second viewing point within said area of location, said

third plurality of data including eighth data, ninth data, tenth data, and eleventh data,

said eighth data indicating a location of said second viewing point, said

ninth data indicating a second time, said tenth data including a second video content

exhibiting said program event captured from said second viewing point at said

second time, said eleventh data including a second audio content captured at said

second viewing point at said second time, said second audio content associated with

said second video content;

identifying (41 5) said program event being common between said first

and second video contents based upon said time and location information included

in said pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data;

forming (420) a group of contents for said program event, said group of

contents comprising said first video and first audio contents and said second video

and second audio contents;



processing (425) said group of contents that a combination of said first

video and said second audio contents is played in a synchronized manner; and

providing (430) a graphical representation of said area of location, said

graphical representation including user-selectable points representing respective

ones of said first and second viewing points simultaneously on a user interface

screen.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying ( 105) a manufacturer of said first device based upon said

first plurality of data received from said first device, said first plurality of data

including a twelfth data, said twelfth data indicating said manufacturer of said first

device;

identifying a sponsor of said event based upon said second plurality of

data, said second plurality of data including a thirteenth data, said thirteen data

indicating a sponsor of said program event; and

emphasizing (435, 105) said first viewing point on said user-interface

screen in response to a matching of said manufacturer and said sponsor.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein:

a quality of said first audio content is better than a quality of said

second audio content, said first audio content is selected (440) as a default audio

content, regardless of a selection of one of said first and second video contents by a

user.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein said first data is determined by GPS

data received at said first device.



5 . The method of claim 1, wherein said second data is adjusted by a

reference data received at said first device.

6 . An apparatus comprising:

means (31 0) for receiving a first plurality of data from a first device and

a third plurality of data from a second device, said first device located at a first

viewing point within an area of location, said first plurality of data including first data,

second data, third data, and fourth data, said first data indicating a location of said

first viewing point, said second data indicating a first time, said third data including a

first video content exhibiting a program event captured from said first viewing point

at said first time, said fourth data including a first audio content captured at said first

viewing point at said first time, said first audio content associated with said first video

content; said second device located at a second viewing point within said area of

location, said third plurality of data including eighth data, ninth data, tenth data, and

eleventh data, said eighth data indicating a location of said second viewing point,

said ninth data indicating a second time, said tenth data including a second video

content exhibiting said program event captured from said second viewing point at

said second time, said eleventh data including a second audio content captured at

said second viewing point at said second time, said second audio content

associated with said second video content;

means for providing (320) a second plurality of data, said second

plurality of data including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data, said fifth data

indicating a graphical representation of said area of location, said sixth data

indicating a time duration of said program event, said seventh data including a

description of said program event;

means for identifying (320, 330) said program event being common

between said first and second video contents based upon said time and location

information included in said pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data;

means for forming (320, 340) a group of contents for said program

event, said program event being common between said first and second video



contents based upon said time and location information included in said pluralities of

first, second, and third pluralities of data, said group of contents comprising said first

video and first audio contents and said second video and second audio contents;

and

means for providing (320, 330, 340) said group of contents in such a

way that a combination of said first video and said second audio contents is played

in a synchronized manner and a graphical representation of said area of location,

said graphical representation including user-selectable points representing

respective ones of said first and second viewing points simultaneously on a user

interface screen.

7 . The apparatus of claim 6 , where in the means for identifying further

identifies a manufacturer of said first device based upon said first plurality of data

received from said first device, said first plurality of data including a twelfth data, said

twelfth data indicating said manufacturer of said first device, and a sponsor of said

event based upon said second plurality of data, said second plurality of data

including a thirteenth data, said thirteen data indicating a sponsor of said program

event.

8 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein a quality of said first audio content is

better than a quality of said second audio content, said first audio content is selected

as a default audio content, regardless of a selection of one of said first and second

video contents by a user.

9 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein said first data is determined by GPS

data received at said first device.

10 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein said second data is adjusted by a

reference data received at said first device.



11. An apparatus comprising:

a communication interface (31 0) for receiving a first plurality of data

from a first device and a third plurality of data from a second device, said first device

located at a first viewing point within an area of location, said first plurality of data

including first data, second data, third data, and fourth data, said first data indicating

a location of said first viewing point, said second data indicating a first time, said

third data including a first video content exhibiting a program event captured from

said first viewing point at said first time, said fourth data including a first audio

content captured at said first viewing point at said first time, said first audio content

associated with said first video content; said second device located at a second

viewing point within said area of location, said third plurality of data including eighth

data, ninth data, tenth data, and eleventh data, said eighth data indicating a location

of said second viewing point, said ninth data indicating a second time, said tenth

data including a second video content exhibiting said program event captured from

said second viewing point at said second time, said eleventh data including a

second audio content captured at said second viewing point at said second time,

said second audio content associated with said second video content;

a processor (320) for providing a second plurality of data, said second

plurality of data including fifth data, sixth data, and seventh data, said fifth data

indicating a graphical representation of said area of location, said sixth data

indicating a time duration of said program event, said seventh data including a

description of said program event;

said processor (320) identifies said program event being common

between said first and second video contents based upon said time and location

information included in said pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of data,

and forms a group of contents for said program event, said program event being

common between said first and second video contents based upon said time and

location information included in said pluralities of first, second, and third pluralities of

data, said group of contents comprising said first video and first audio contents and

said second video and second audio contents; and



said processor (320) provides said group of contents in such a way

that a combination of said first video and said second audio contents is played in a

synchronized manner and a graphical representation of said area of location, said

graphical representation including user-selectable points representing respective

ones of said first and second viewing points simultaneously on a user interface

screen.

12 . The apparatus of claim 11, where in the processor further identifies a

manufacturer of said first device based upon said first plurality of data received from

said first device, said first plurality of data including a twelfth data, said twelfth data

indicating said manufacturer of said first device, and a sponsor of said event based

upon said second plurality of data, said second plurality of data including a thirteenth

data, said thirteen data indicating a sponsor of said program event.

13 . The apparatus of claim 11, wherein a quality of said first audio content

is better than a quality of said second audio content, said first audio content is

selected as a default audio content, regardless of a selection of one of said first and

second video contents by a user.

14. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein said first data is determined by

GPS data received at said first device.

15 . The apparatus of claim 11, wherein said second data is adjusted by a

reference data received at said first device.

16 . A method comprising:

receiving (500) a plurality of contents from a plurality of devices at a

location having an event,

determining (505) automatically the event based on location

information and timing information from said plurality of devices, and



providing (51 0) a graphical representation of said location having

said event, said graphical representation including superimposed said location

information from said plurality of devices.

17 . The method of claim 16 wherein said location information is based on

GPS information.

18 . The method of claim 17 wherein the event is automatically determined

by common location information and timing information from said plurality of

devices.

19 . The method of claim 16 further comprising the step of providing said

plurality of contents in real time.

20. The method of claim 19 further comprising the step providing selected

one of said plurality of contents based on a manufacturer brand of a corresponding

device.

2 1 . The method of claim 16 further comprising the step of displaying said

graphical representation on at least one of said devices at said location having said

event.

22. The method of claim 16 further comprising the step of displaying said

graphical representation of a person associated with at least one of said devices at

said location having said program event.

23. The method of claim 22 where said graphical representation of a

person is selected in response to previous user action.

24. The method of claim 22 where said graphical representation of a

person may be modified in real time in response to a user action.



25. An apparatus comprising:

a processor configured to receiving (500) a plurality of contents from a

plurality of devices at a location having an event,

a processor configured to determine (505) automatically the event

based on location information and timing information from said plurality of devices,

and

a processor configured to provide (51 0) a graphical representation of

said location having said event, said graphical representation including

superimposed said location information from said plurality of devices.

26. The apparatus of claim 25 wherein said location information is based

on GPS information.

27. The apparatus of claim 26 wherein the event is automatically

determined by common location information and timing information from said

plurality of devices.

28. The apparatus of claim 25 further comprising a processor configured to

provide said plurality of contents in real time.

29. The apparatus of claim 28 further comprising a processor configured to

provide selected one of said plurality of contents based on a manufacturer brand of

a corresponding device.

30. The apparatus of claim 25 further comprising a processor configured to

display said graphical representation on at least one of said devices at said location

having said event.

3 1. The apparatus of claim 25 further comprising a processor configured to

display said graphical representation of a person associated with at least one of

said devices at said location having said program event.



32. The apparatus of claim 3 1 where said graphical representation of

person is selected in response to previous user action.

33. The apparatus of claim 3 1 where said graphical representation of

person may be modified in real time in response to a user action.
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